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Final fantasy strategy in advance of September 8, 2003 Nintendo Square Enix ~ 28 hours hi play time, I 8bit_BlackMage, and this is my first major contribution to this wiki. Advanced thanks for everyone and everyone to make helpful fixes to final fantasy strategy in advance of instructions! About Me[Edit Source] Final Fantasy Tactics Advance It's the first final fantasy I've ever
played, so it's a special place in my mind. It also makes me unique because most people play a standard FF RPG and then go to what I consider FF based more strategically (like this game), this practice is mostly informal, I tend to use good grammar and don't use the teachings often. What should that be a positive statement about the Game Mont blanc? Table of Contents[Edit
Source] Induction to FFTA[Edit Source] Final Fantasy Tactics Advance is a turnball strategy game that deviates from the final fantasy game, mainly in the fact that most actions take place on the battlefield table, where characters can position themselves on different squares in the table. World map[edit source] The world of Ivalice, without a place to put it. The world map contains a
variety of location symbols that you can choose from. Typically, a new symbol is available after a critical task is cleared. There are no 'random encounters'. On the world map, however, players sign up for city missions and enforce that mission. In addition, various armies can roam the map and you can run into them to start the battle. Type of location[Edit Source] There are 8 types
of places in FFTA: Cities: Cyril, Sprohm, Cadoan, Sprohm Port Baguba, Muscadet and Burvenia Plains Palace: Giza Plains, Aisenfield, Deti Plains and Ozmonfield Mountains: Lutia Pass, Roda Volcano, Kudik Peak, Siena Valley and Ambervale Woods: Nobbswood, Coringwood, SalikaWood and Matria Wood Deserts: Eluut Sands, Jeraw Sands, Gotor Sands and Delia Dunes
Marsh: The River Uli and Uladonbok Jagds: Jagd Dorsa, Jagd Ahli and Jagd Helje Caves: Nargai Cave and Tubola Treasure Hunts Cave[Edit] Whenever you reposition it onto the square, chances are it will and the other places adjacent to it will rumble and there will be treasures waiting to be gathered in that place. All you have to do is go there and choose 'treasure hunt'. The
number of places and the nature of the place surrounding the place, the place placed, determines the type of treasure that will appear. For example, if you place the desert next to forests and cities, chances are that the treasure will be moderate. However, if you put a mountain location in the middle of three other mountains, you may get a very good list. The best items to be had
in the treasure hunt appear when you place Jagd in the middle of 4 cities, ribbons will appear in the treasure hunt in Jagd Battle in FFTA[Edit Source] Final fantasy strategy revolutionizes the series with the theme of gameplay, and FFTA continues the idea that the battlefield is a chessboard where you and your enemies will change motion and switch attacks. When the unit turn
starts, the screen appears with 4 options: Move the wait action and status. To fight your opponent When selecting the Move range option, your movements glow green and you can choose where to move. When selecting the Actions option you will choose one of your skills to use. When you move and execute or select the waiting option, you will choose Face. Typically, you have
to confront an opponent because the attack has a higher strike rate when targeting the enemy's side or back, and is less likely to connect when you are facing the opponent's face. When all your enemy's HP is exhausted (that is, they are all KOed) or petrified, the fight ends in your favor. [Edit Source] to the delight of all FFXII fans, the judges make an appearance in FFTA and an
important part of the plot. Judges facilitate every fight in ffta (with significant exceptions) and can punish or reward units in a fight based on current law. The law changes every game day (whenever you move an area on the world map) and prohibits certain actions, which may be weapons skills or elements or attack targets (such as prayer, blade, fire, target area). Failure to comply
with the law resulted in a penalty card, a good yellow card after the end of the battle. If Marche is a unit, then there will be more games than JP[Edit Source] with all the prohibited actions being taken corresponding recommended if this action is completed by the unit to get a judge score. Judge points can also be earned from KO'ing units, and one character can accumulate up to
10 JP at a time, JP used to trigger two powerful attacks: combos and totems. [Edit Source] has 5 competitions in FFTA: Humans, Moogles, Bangaa, nu mou and Viera, each competition has different strengths and different tasks that they can specialize in. To change the unit task, press START while on the world map and go to the party screen. Select a unit and select the Change
task option, and then you can select a new task or Select while a task is highlighted to get some information about it. Additional tasks appear after the agency has mastered several basic job skills. Task List[Edit Source] Please go to category: Final Fantasy Strategy ahead of work to see a list of tasks in the final fantasy strategy in advance. Army Job Guidance[Edit Source] This is
where I forward my endless wisdom and tell you you want a job that your unit should specialize in. If you don't understand what I'm talking about, read the Help section. However, you can have up to 6 units in battle, and for many main missions require Marche, even if you start with a few army members, but eventually a new unit will join your army, you can choose the ingredients
of the competition and the task you want to build your main combat forces. This all depends on you and your liking, but I suggest you have at least 2 magic users (people who know White Magic), 1 Ranger/Express unit and 2 melee units with lots of HP. Here's my advice: Unit #1 - Marche: Job: Paladin - Secondary job: Blue Mage - Reaction Ability: Strikeback/Return Magic -
Support ability: This double sword is the only way to go with Marche Double Wild Excalibur II and another heavy knight of choice is a badass combo of one #2 unit - Heavy Melee Fighter (Bangaa): Task: Dragoon - A Small Range Fighter. Secondary job: Templar - Reaction ability: Bonecrusher - Support Ability: Wep Def + /Doublehand Dragoon's jumping capabilities are very
useful, but Templar's sacred technology is more. This skill set includes Cheer, which doubles the power of the next attack, and Haste is always a useful spell. The #3 Unit - Ranger / Quick Unit (Viera): Task: Task - Secondary Task: Sniper or Archer - Ability to Respond: Back Fire/Reflex - Ability to Support: Meditation, I like this unit because of its speed and angle skills, which
includes terrifying and instant KO shifting. If you don't like the concept of this unit, you can choose the two recommendations of Unit #6แทนไดเสมอ Unit #4 - Mage #1 (Nu Mou): Task: Alchemist - Secondary Task: White Mage - Reaction Ability: Magic Night - Support Ability: Turbo MP / Half MP The White Mage is the staple of every FFTA family. Alchemist's work is also useful for
spells, flames, frogs and meteorites, and as an additional bonus can take the item regardless of secondary skill. Unit #5 - Mage #2 (Nu Mou): Work: Sage - Secondary Task: Mage Time - Reaction Ability: Magic Night - Ability to Support: Half MP/ Turbo MP I organized the skills of both mages to give them the balance of healing and nasty movement. Sage's skills include the great
Giga Flare, an effective space attack and lifting, where healing will revitalize all units in the area and area (the most useful healing spells in the game). Magic time is also available for Haste spells, slow, and fast. Unit #6: This is your forest. You may want another melee unit or mage a) melee unit (Bangaa): Task: Guardian - Secondary Task: Templar - Reaction Ability:
Bonecrusher/Strikeback - Support ability: Def + / Doublehand weapon, if you are in a tank, you can not get more tanker than this unit. The Defender has the highest HP growth rate in the game and defensive skills, including Expert Guard, which causes all the damage of the next attack targeting Defender and Aura, the best Auto-Life and Auto-Regen on The Defender, the Templar
class is there again for the excellent cheering skills and Haste B) Mage(Viera): Task: Call - Secondary Task: Red Mage - Reaction Ability: Magic Night - Ability to Support: My own half-MP is part of the call over the defender, just because I prefer more magic, and that magic summons affects all units in a large area (2 spaces from the center of the casting point of witchcraft). Viera
can also master doublecast skills from the Red Mage event. What floats your boat) twice in one turn. These summons include a unicorn, which maintains and removes the negative status effects of Phoenix, which restores all units and dead enemy KOs, all with 100% precision, and Madeen powerful holy attacks. Unit Development[Edit Source] Unit Capabilities[Edit Source] Each
unit has 5 capabilities: core execution capabilities (ability, A- capability), secondary action capabilities (A-capability capabilities), support capabilities (R capabilities) (S capabilities) and combo (Capability C). For example, white Mage always has white magic, the main ability. Secondary competencies vary depending on the skills of other tasks that the unit understands. If White
Mage was previously black Mage and specialised in black magic skills such as Fira, Black Magic can be installed in the secondary action capability slot, and White Mage can use Fira in combat. The ability to support is an idle skill that provides some unit of combat ability. For example, Shieldbearer, which allows the unit to install shields regardless of task. Combo capabilities can
be learned from mythril weapons and determine what unit combos can be used. To learn new capabilities, the unit must provide a list to teach the ability to work at the current holding unit. For example, white employees will teach white Mage treatment, but will not teach new abilities to other tasks over time, the ability can be understood by compiling AP[edit source] AP or capability
scores. All AP received from the unit will lead to more skill expertise than is being learned by the items the unit has installed. For example, if the black Mage had fitted a rod and a black robe, it was learning electric Blizzard vocals and restoring magic. If the unit receives 40 AP after completing each mission, the learning ability to get 40 AP AP will not be divided between those
skills. When the AP bar under each skill is full (you can see this by selecting the option of selecting the ability to select while on the unit summary screen and pressing the R button &gt; and -&gt; will allow you to select another task). Final Fantasy Strategy Advance INITIATE! I will not insult your intelligence and assume you don't know how to use your mobile device. So turn on the
power button to the title screen, select a new game and we turn it off !...... Or if you start the game, consult the table of contents above next page --&gt; --&gt;
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